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Abstract. This paper presents the application of multi-criterion approach to the analysis and com-
parison of reference alternatives of wind power park information system (WPPIS) which complies
with the standard IEC 61400-25. The comparison is based on multi-criterion preferences measured
in domination rate (index). The reference alternatives include centralized, mixed and seamless com-
munication topologies. The major features of these alternatives are discussed as well as the multi-
criterion methodology applied covering pair comparison, Pareto sets and fuzzy sets methods. The
current investigation described is an extension of the preceding investigation of the same reference
alternatives of WPPIS. As we have showed, the transition from the concerted experts view as it was
a case in previous investigation to the conflicting expert views in the current investigation proved
the high robustness of solution made for the case of concerted expert views: the rank of preferences
for alternatives remained the same, with seamless communication topology on the top the rank.
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preferences, communication alternatives.

1. Introduction

Following its rapid development in early 1970-ties and subsequent extending practice, the
multi-criterion analysis approach as an instrument still finds applications in modern in-
formation society and market environment. For instance, there are some research projects
under EU 6th Framework Programme related to multi-criterion analysis as CASES (Cost
Assessment for Sustainable Energy Systems) project covering, among others, Work Pack-
age Methods of Assessment (aimed at review of successful applications of multi-criteria
decision analysis in energy and environmental policy making).

Recent development in ICT offered for the wind power sector new types of wind
power park’s information system (WPPIS). In order to make a well-justified decision
for the choice of the most appropiate type, the ranking of market-available systems is
a prerequisite. Since WPPIS is specified by both monetary and non-monetary specific
parameters (criteria) and these parameters might be viewed with different significance
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degrees (weight factors), the choice of WPPIS can be formulated as multi-criterion as-
sessment problem. The formulation and resolution of such a problem with solutions in
form of multi-criterion preferences was presented in (Nemura, 2006).

This problem referred to the situation where the invited experts incidentally expressed
concerted (i.e., rather similar) views on a market situation and criteria (parameters) of
WPPIS and established the ranks of preferences suitable for decision support.

This paper deals with the conflicting expert views situation where new experts re-
assess the reference alternatives of WPPIS by bringing forward quite opposite views on
the market situation and assessment criteria for WPPIS.

2. Concept and Major Distinguishing Features of WPPIS

The prerequisite for a good control and operation of a wind power park (WPP) is ad-
equate information exchanges in the chain Wind Plant – Proxy (local control system)
– Client. Proxy mostly means a central server and Client often stands for other control
centre (dispatch centre of WPP, of several WPP, of power system). Proxy and client con-
stitute a WPPIS. Beyond this system, the information flows from (to) client to (from)
the so-called system actors, i.e., eligible entities related to WPP operation (SCADA and
dispatch centres of any power system, monitoring centres, balancing partners within the
same virtual power plants). Hereby the client-server architecture seems to be most ap-
propriate for the modern WPPIS. Underlying this architecture is the structure and layout
of communication channels between client, proxy and individual logical devices of wind
plants. The standard IEC 64100-25 offers the so-called thin client architecture. It means
that proxy keeps in storage all the relevant information and provides a range of services
for the clients and eligible actors that address it (Fig. 1).

As depicted in Fig. 1, WPPIS comprises 3 distinct models: 1) WPP information
model; 2) information exchange model; 3) specific mappings to communication proto-
cols (mapping model). The first one, WPP information model, shall be object-oriented
and semantically standardized. Within it, the wind turbine generator systems (WTGS)

Fig. 1. Concept of a modern wind power park information system in accordance with IEC 61400-25.
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and other WPP components are described by rather abstract models (logical devices)
with identification of all their attributes and functionalities which shall be organised to
the tree-type hierarchy. A logical device virtually represents a specific constituent of a
WTGS (or other component of WPP) that performs a specific function. Each attribute
shall have its name and be attributed to a certain type (class), either simple or composite,
and shall provide specific information about a WTGS or other component of WPP. This
information shall be readily read or changed.

The second one, information exchange model, provides the standardized informa-
tion flows between a client (or a system actor) and an individual constituent of a spe-
cific WTGS or of other component of the WPP (the constituent being represented by
the abovementioned logical device). Information exchange model shall cover all proxy-
provided services.

The standard IEC 64100-25 stipulates lists of mandatory and optional logical devices.
The mandatory list includes WTUR (general wind turbine information), WROT (wind ro-
tor information), WGEN (wind generator information, WGDC (substation information),
WYAW (wind yaw information), WMET (meteorological information), WALM (alarm
information). The optional list includes WGER (wind gear information), WCNV (con-
verter information), WNAC (wind nacelle information), WTOW (wind tower informa-
tion), WSLG (wind state logging), WALG (analogous information logging) and WREP
(wind reports).

The event logs within the information model are the relevant data sets placed on the
time axis. To access a specific log, a client (actor) formulates a filtered query defining the
search timescale and search parameters. The logs could be queried for retrieval purposes.

A logical device shall generate and communicate reports entailed by changes of pro-
cess data, by occurrence of a relevant event as well as periodically. If communication fails
(due to interruption), a report of proxy shall be stored in logical device and sent out later.

The combination of first and second models constitutes a client-server interface. This
interface allows for the concurrent communication of the proxy (server) with a num-
ber of clients (actors), irrespective of their architecture and software applied. The only
condition to be met is the compliance of client’s (actor’s) specific mappings to commu-
nication protocols with those of the WPPIS. In other words, the third (mapping) model
of WPPIS (Fig. 1) should be compatible with the respective model installed in client’s
(actor’s) server. In addition, a client (actor) shall properly generate the requests, queries
and instructions.

The ranking of WPPIS alternatives (by their preferences) in pre-design stage of WPP
is based mainly on the differences in this third model. The IEC 64100-25 puts forward
3 alternative communication models of WPPIS. Being peer or similar by the quality of
functions fulfilled (transfer of information and of control instructions), these alternatives
have some differences emerging from their communication topology.

The 1st alternative (Fig. 2) is qualified as centralized communication topology. It is
a modified version of formerly (to date) applied WPPIS. Its backbone is a local control
system (LCS). Its proxy communicates through the “pre-standard” interface 1 with the
individual intelligent electronic devices (IED) integrated into the WTGS. An IED carries
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Fig. 2. Centralized communication topology of WPPIS (Propr. stands for proprietary communication protocol).

out the functions of internal supervision of the WTGS constituents, of recording and
storage of measurements as well as data sending/receipt to/from external recipients.

Herein “pre-standard” interface 1 means “using proprietary communication protocol”
because the communication medium for a IED, the structure of a protocol as well as the
semantics of the instructions are established by a manufacturer of WTGS. Therefore a
protocol is specific to an individual WTGS.

The pertinence of 1st alternative to the IEC 64100-25 consists in specification of the
interface 2 (Fig. 2). The interface links the LCS (proxy) with the client (actor). The proxy
is provided with information procession methods so, as to supply information in the IEC
64100-25 standard-defined way.

The 1st alternative is quite suitable when WTGS of various types with integrated
IED are intended for a new or existing WPP. Nevertheless, the diversity of IED brings
to some minor encumbrances for the central monitoring and control of WTGS, because
the different communication means and semantics types shall be undertaken to access the
WTGS. For instance, when a new WTGS is added and its IED doesn’t comply with the
first and second models of proxy (see Fig. 1), the software of the proxy will be subjected
to replacement.

To avoid abovementioned inconsistencies, the centralized topology might be easily
transformed to the mixed communication topology (2nd alternative) as depicted in Fig. 3.

The “mixed nature” of 2nd alternative is determined by 2 “mixes”: 1) IED and servers
under control of the same LCS (proxy) and 2) LCS and router for the access to the same
server of WTGS.

Fig. 3. Mixed communication topology of WPPIS.
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Instead of IED, a new WTGS might be provided with own server linked to the proxy
of the existing WPP in the IEC 64100-25 standard-defined way. This linkage is depicted
by the interface 3.

The interface 4 is based on a router that enables the direct access to all the protected
logical units. It lends a second communication path (“decentralized path”) to a WTGS,
parallel to the “centralized path” through the interface 3. Furthermore, there might be
another kind of interface 5 which provides direct communication between the different
servers of WTGS and operates on a standard protocol.

2nd alternative is a rather advanced structure. It allows for the reserved storage of
information procession modules and of information in various places (servers) of WPPIS.
The proxy can filter all the information generated in WGTS and performs a number of
other information processing functions.

The 3rd alternative (Fig. 4) is qualified as seamless communication topology. Its back-
bone is a common router for all logical units. This router links both LCS and the alone-
standing WTGS (as well as other components of WPP) to a client (actor).

In general, as presented in (Nemura, 2006), technical experts consider the 1st alter-
native to have the least implementation cost (for a new WPP) but the biggest annual
O&M (operation and maintenance) cost, with availability of WPPIS being lower than
that of other alternatives. Considering the 3rd alternative, the experts emphasize its high-
est availability and the lowest annual O&M. Its implementation cost is approached to that
of the 2nd alternative. The availability of the latter seems to be better as compared to the
1st alternative.

As laid down by The Procedure for Promotion of Generation and Purchase of Elec-
tricity from Renewable Energy Sources (2006), there are 6 zones of wind turbines con-
nection to the grids in Lithuania, with target 200 MW of total installed capacity in 2010.

Fig. 4. Seamless communication topology of WPPIS.
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For the purposes of both preceding investigation (Nemura, 2006) and current investi-
gation (presented in this paper), the reference WPP might be the Juknaičiai park, planned
to be erected by Juknaičiai locality, Šilutė region. The park comprises 44 WTGS of the
same type, each capacity of 0.85 MW, totaling to 37.4 MW. Major technical characteris-
tics are as follow: 1) type of WTGS – V52 (manufacturer – VESTAS company); 2) di-
ameter of wind turbine – 52 m; 3) number of turbine blades – 3; 4) regulation of output
power – by Pitch/OptiSpeed system; 5) minimum wind velocity – 4 m/s; 6) nominal wind
velocity – 16 m/s; 7) maximum wind velocity – 25 m/s; 8) generator type – asynchronous
(with embedded OptiSpeed system); 9) nominal frequency – 50 Hz; 10) nominal voltage
– 690 V. Regulation system is capable to follow a wind velocity and accordingly change
the turbine pitch by wind velocities above the nominal rate. Such a capability ensures the
continuous and steady output of power. The OptiSpeed system allows the generator to run
without consumption of reactive power and with divergence of rotor speed and generator
speed up to even 60 %. The WTGS is stopped automatically when wind velocity drops
below the minimum value or rises above the maximum value.

3. Methodology of Investigation of Reference WPP

3.1. Model Applied

Assuming the reference WPP as described above, 3 communication alternatives of
WPPIS (centralized, mixed and seamless) have been analysed (Nemura, 2006) with
multi-criterion analysis model MKO1_VEPIS_44 based on aggregation of 3 analysis
methods – pair comparison, Pareto sets and fuzzy sets (Dzemyda, 1994). Therein a crite-
rion is reckoned as a dual parameter having both natural and utility values, the latter be-
ing a normalized equivalent of natural value. Natural values are measured in economical,
physical dimensions (and some in relative units) while the utility values – in dimension-
less units. The same set of criteria is applied in both preceding and current (section 4)
investigations: 1) design cost of WPPIS Cp[currency]; 2) implementation cost of WPPIS
Cis[currency], 3) operation and maintenance cost of WPPIS Ce[currency/year], 4) avail-
ability of WPPIS A[probability].

The model MKO1_VEPIS_44 establishes the rank of preferences for the alternatives
in terms of domination rate in the dimensionless scale [0, 1], where 1 is necessarily as-
signed for the most preferable alternative (only preferable versus others, but not neces-
sarily effective or good working). The model requires from the experts to agree on the
same set of criteria and on the same acceptable range [min, max] of natural values for
each criterion. Also it assumes that experts differentiate the significance of criteria and
assign to criteria their own weight factors. Since in the preceding investigation (Nemura,
2006) all 3 experts have agreed on the same criteria ranges and assigned rather similar
weight factors, it can be regarded as case of concerted expert views.
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3.2. Normalization of Projected Natural Values of Criteria

The identity of an alternative is defined and discerned by its projected natural values of
criteria, one value per criterion. Certainly, the experts should fully agree on the same
projected values. When applying the model MKO1_VEPIS_44 in interactive way on
PC, each expert doesn’t treat the projected natural values but their utility values Uij (1)
and (2). These values are not freely assumed like informal personal estimates of experts.
On the contrary, they are obtained as formal results of normalization of projected natural
values of criteria.

The normalization expressions are piecewise linear functions. The expression (1) is
applied for minimum-targeted criteria C(e.g., frequency of accidents, cost), while (2) –
for maximum-targeted criteria A(e.g., profit, reliability):

Uij =
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where Uij ∈ [0, 1] – utility value of projected natural value of criterion j (i.e., Cij or Aij)
of alternative i, and Cmin

j , Amin
j and Cmax

j , Amax
j – the lower and upper limits of range

(interval) of natural criterion values, respectively. As it follows, Uij = 0 corresponds to
the worst utility, and Uij = 1 – to the best one. As concerns the reference WPPIS, the
Cij in (1) stands for criteria Cp, Cis, Ce and A in (2) – for the criterion A(availability of
WPPIS).

Incidentally, availability A of WPPIS (i.e., its communication alternative) may be
found as probability of outage-free operation (Billington, 1996):

A =
Tout

Tout + Trest
, (3)

where Tout – mean duration of continuous operation of WPPIS between two outages and
Trest – mean duration of restoration of WPPIS, i.e., mean time of outage elimination.
As follows from (3), 0� A � 1. Accordingly, the Tout = 1/λ, where λ is the outage
intensity of WPPIS. For instance, if λ = 5 year −1, then the Tout = 1/λ = 0.2 year
=1752 h. As for restoration time, it can be assumed that Trest = 2.0 h and then

A =
1752

1752 + 2
= 0.99886.

As concerns the weights of criteria, there is no doubt whatever that the weight factors
wij of criteria j, j = 1, . . . , n should be balanced for each alternative i so as to comply
with the condition

∑n
j=1 wij = 1, 0 � wij � 1.
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3.3. Method of Pair Comparisons

Method of pair comparisons (Saaty, 1977) is the most natural and plain method for a user.
Underlying this method is the comparison of two alternatives in pairs and estimation on
how much one alternative is better than another. When the superiority estimates of pair
comparisons from the experts are available, mostly the logarithmic least squares estimate
procedure is applied to rank the alternatives. The procedure refers to the logarithmic
linear model:

ln aik = lnwi − ln wk + εik, i, k = 1, 2, . . . , m, (4)

where aik – expert’s estimate of superiority (in times) of alternative i versus alternative k,
εik – model’s deviation, wi – weight factor for alternative i, m – number of alternatives.

If domination rate ri of the alternative i is defined as

ri = (ai1ai2 . . . aim)1/m, k = 1, . . . , m,

then a logarithmic least squires estimate will equal to

wi/wk = ri/rk,

and the normalized weight factor of alternative i is found:

wi = ri/
m∑

k=1

rk, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m. (5)

To streamline the application of this method, the simple pair comparisons are often
practised. As it appeared, it is rather difficult to obtain data aik from a single expert when
the number of alternatives is rather large. The procedure is run in more easy way when it
is assumed that aik = e if aik > 0, and aik = 1/e if aik < 0.

The model MKO1_VEPIS_44 implements the simplified version of the method: it is
needed from a user (expert) to indicate only “ which one from two should be preferred”.
As a matter of fact, the response “I don’t know” is quite a fair estimate.

3.4. Method of Pareto Sets

There have been proposed a lot of methods to find a Pareto set or a subset. Mostly
the problem is merely transformed to optimization of a single function. The most sim-
ple is the weight factors method (Cohon, 1978) which is embedded into the model
MKO1_VEPIS_44:

Ri =
n∑

j=1

wjUj(Xi), Xi ∈ X; subjected to
n∑

j=1

wj = 1, wj � 0, (6)
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where Ri – utility index of alternative i; wj – weight factor of criterion j(established by
an expert); Uj(Xi) – utility value of criterion’s j projected natural value in alternative i;
X – the given finite set of alternatives i; n – number of criteria. If X is a convex set
and the utility values Uj(Xi), j = 1, . . . , n, i = 1, . . . ,m are concave, the problem‘s
(6) solution Ri is a point of Pareto set. Varying the wj , j = 1 . . . , n, the problem (6) is
resolved and the optimized solutions belonging to Pareto set attained. Such a variation
procedure is embedded into the MKO1_VEPIS_44. Its user varies wj and promptly fol-
lows the resulting change of Ri. Concurrently he can follow the changing rank of the
alternatives within the Pareto set.

The utility index Ri shall be normalized in the following way:

di =
Ri

max
1�i�m

Ri
, (7)

where di – domination rate of the alternative i. Thus the best (most preferred) alternative
is always awarded the value 1 of domination rate d.

3.5. Method of Fuzzy Sets

This method is approached to the Pareto set method and, in addition, provides a possibil-
ity to an expert to measure an extent of his uncertainty in the situations when

− an expert feels uncertain in his opinion and estimates;
− lack of information is evident;
− there emerge different opinions of experts within a group.

The method is based on the properties of fuzzy variables with triangular dependence
function (Zhang, 1992; Nemura, 2001; Dubois, 1980). According to it, each normalized
criterion Uj(Xi) = Uij is linked to the fuzzy number Lj(Xi) = Lij with triangular
dependence function

Lij =
[
Ll

ij , L
m
ij , Lu

ij

]
=

[
10U l

ij , 10Um
ij , 10Uu

ij

]
, (8)

where Ll
ij – the lower value of fuzzy number assigned to the utility value of criterion j in

alternative i and Lm
ij , Lu

ij – the medium and upper values of fuzzy number, respectively.
The characteristic values of Ll

ij , L
m
ij , Lu

ij are set by each expert as value judgments.
It shall be noted that all the normalized criterion values Uij ∈ [0, 1] while their fuzzy
numbers Lij ∈ [0, 10]. The model MKO1_VEPIS_44 calculates the rate of domination
di of alternative i versus others. Each alternative i is described by a fuzzy variable

Si =
n∑

j=1

Lijwj ⊗
[ n∑

j=1

m∑
i=1

Lijwj

]−1

, subjected to
n∑

j=1

wj = 1. (9)

Here symbol ⊗ means the multiplication sign for fuzzy numbers. Also the criterion
weights wj , j = 1, . . . , n, can be fuzzy triangular numbers.
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The best (most preferred) alternative i is determined by means of domination rate di

over all the rest alternatives k:

di = min
1�k�m;k �=i

V (Si � Sk), i = 1, . . . , m. (10)

This rate is a scalar variable. V (Si � Sk) in (10) is an extent of possibility that
fuzzy variable Si is equal to or bigger than Sk. The detailed expressions V (Si � Sk) are
presented in (Dzemyda, 1994). As stated above for Pareto set method, the best alternative
from (9) is normalized to the level of domination rate d = 1.

If the ranking is performed by the group consisting of q experts, the normalized weight
factor wq

j of criterion j is calculated as:

wq
j =

1
q

∑q
s=1 wjs∑n

j=1
1
q

∑q
s=1 wjs

, j = 1, . . . , n. (11)

Then the normalized fuzzy variable S̄i of alternative i is

S̄i =
n∑

j=1

L̄ijw
q
j ⊗

[ n∑
j=1

m∑
i=1

L̄ijw
q
j

]−1

, (12)

where the criterion’s j normalized fuzzy number L̄ij in alternative i is

L̄ij =
[
1
q

q∑
s=1

Ll
ijs,

1
q

q∑
s=1

Lm
ijs,

1
q

q∑
s=1

Lu
ijs

]
. (13)

Similarly to (10), the summarized mean domination rate d̄iof alternative i as deter-
mined by q experts is calculated as

d̄i = min
1�k�m; k �=i

V (S̄i � S̄k), i = 1, . . . , m. (14)

3.6. Findings of Previous Investigation

As it was found in previous investigation (Nemura, 2006), the same ranks of preferences
were obtained by experts with concerted (i.e., not conflicting) views. Furthermore, each
expert found the same ranks by all three methods applied (as stated above). The consol-
idated (summarized within expert group) rank of preferences had the following rates of
domination:

− top preference to seamless topology (3rd alternative) – d̄3 = 1.00;
− second preference to centralized topology (1st alternative) – d̄1 = 0.78;
− least preference to mixed topology (2nd alternative) – d̄2 = 0.70.
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4. New Investigation of the Reference Alternatives of WPPIS

New experts have been invited to assess the same (reference) alternatives of WPPIS as in
previous investigation. They received the task to compare them using the multi-criterion
approach (1)–(14) embedded in the same model MKO1_VEPIS_44. The deliverables
were expected to be the ranks of preferences of the alternatives suitable for purpose of
decision support.

4.1. The Identity of Reference Alternatives of WPPIS in Preceding and Current
Investigations

To ensure the comparability with the preceding investigation (Nemura, 2006), the same
reference alternatives of WPPIS have been taken for current analysis: centralized topol-
ogy Cent (1st alternative), mixed topology Mix (2nd alternative) and seamless topology
Seam (3rd alternative). Distinction of each alternative is defined by projected natural val-
ues of criteria (projected parameter values) as presented in Table 1.

In addition to these, say, endogenous, initial data, the same number of experts (it is an
exogenous parameter) was held on (three experts).

4.2. Conflicting Views of Experts on Criteria

Primarily, the experts were offered to adopt the same acceptable ranges of natural values
of criteria as it were in the previous investigation. Nevertheless, two experts E1, E2 es-
tablished their own acceptable ranges for criteria Cp, Cis, Ce, while the third E3 relied
on the previous ranges agreed by the preceding expert group. Considering the criterion
A, all three experts acknowledged the acceptability of its former range.

An individual view of each expert consisted of 2 components: 1) viewpoint on ac-
ceptable ranges of criteria (as stated above) and 2) viewpoint on criterion weight factors.
Contrary to current investigation, the individual views in preceding investigation con-
tained only the second viewpoint.

Viewpoints on the acceptable ranges for criteria Cp, Cis, Ce as put forward by experts
E1 and E2 appeared to be not only different but even quite opposite. Also opposite view-
points (by all three experts) were expressed on criterion weight factors. Moreover, as it

Table 1

Projected natural values of criteria in reference alternatives of WPPIS

Criterion Cent Mix Seam

Cp[LT]∗ 0.125 × 106 0.18 × 106 0.19 × 106

Cis[LT] 2.55 × 106 2.9 × 106 2.85 × 106

Ce[LT/y] 0.13 × 106 0.125 × 106 0.12 × 106

A[probability] 0.999 0.9992 0.9995

∗ LT denotes Lithuanian currency Litas
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finally turned out, the experts formed rather consistent but hardly compatible system of
individual views. These views can be defined as follows:

View-E1: “Least cost is precondition and initial cost is of crucial importance”.
View-E2: “Large cost is unavoidable and O&M cost is of crucial importance”.
View-E3: “Medium-size cost is possible and availability is of crucial importance”.
The elements of individual views are presented in Table 2. These elements might be

regarded as exogenous initial data.
Individual view of E1. The acceptable ranges of cost criteria Cp, Cis, Ce should be es-

tablished in the low cost intervals. It means that, whatever to be the situation in the market
of WPPIS, the WPP owners are recommended to aim at least-cost alternative and assess
the higher projected cost values (beyond the range) as unsatisfactory. The major weights
shall be assigned to the initial cost of the alternative, i.e., to the design cost (criterion Cp)
and implementation cost (criterion Cis). The relatively small weight of availability (0.15,
Table 2) was based on the attitude that availability of modern WPPIS is sufficiently high
and needs no “reinforcement” by larger weight factor (similarly to, say, robustness of a
router, which is of crucial significance for WPPIS, but being highly failure-resistant, can
be excluded from criterion list of WPPIS as quite “matured” feature).

Individual view of E2. The acceptable ranges of cost criteria Cp, Cis, Ce should be
established in the high cost intervals. It means that, whatever to be the situation in the
market of WPPIS, the WPP owners might hardly expect to avoid the large cost. The
major weight shall be assigned to the permanent cost, i.e., to the O&M cost (criterion
Ce). The relatively small weight of availability (0.13, Table 2) was based on the same
attitude as that of E1.

Individual view of E3. It is realistic to establish the acceptable ranges of cost criteria
Cp, Cis, Ce in the medium-size cost intervals. The items of WPPIS currently or soon
provided to market are supposed to get into those ranges (i.e., their projected values do).

Table 2

Elements of individual views of experts on criteria of WPPIS

Element View-E1 View-E2 View-E3

Acceptable range of criterion Cp

[Cmin
p , Cmax

p ] (106 LT) [0.08, 0.15] [0.16, 0.25] [0.12, 0.2]

Acceptable range of criterion Cis

[Cmin
is , Cmax

is ] (106 LT) [2.2, 2.75] [3.0, 3.5] [2.5, 3.0]

Acceptable range of criterion Ce

[Cmin
e , Cmax

e ] (106 LT) [0.08, 0.12] [0.12, 0.18] [0.11, 0.14]

Acceptable range of criterion A

[Amin, Amax] (probability) [0.9985, 0.9996] [0.9985, 0.9996] [0.9985, 0.9996]

Weight factor wCp 0.2 0.07 0.07

Weight factor wCis 0.4 0.2 0.13

Weight factor wCe 0.25 0.60 0.20

Weight factor wA 0.15 0.13 0.60
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The major weight shall be assigned to availability (0.60, Table 2), contrary to the attitudes
of E1 and E2. It is assumed that such a higher weight will act like an instrument to
heighten the availability of WPPIS.

Hence, the View-E1, View-E2 and View-E3 can be considered as conflicting views.

4.3. The Criterion Utility Values and Uncertainties

Contrary to previous investigation when the criterion utilities were the same for all the
experts, the application of the formulae (1), (2) lead to the individual sets of utilities
in the current investigation. It came out from the difference of values of Cmin

j , Cmax
j ,

j = 1, 2, 3 for each expert. This is the reason why the utilities Uij = 0 and Uij = 1.0
appeared rather frequently in the Tables 3–5: the projected natural values didn’t get into
the acceptable range of criterion values.

By the Fuzzy set method (8)–(10) the experts evaluated their uncertainty to their own
initial data (acceptable ranges of criterion natural values and weight factors) by ascription

Table 3

Criterion utilities Uij of projected values in accordance with the View-E1

Criterion Cent Mix Seam

Cp 0.4286 0 0

Cis 0.3636 0 0

Ce 0 0 0

A 0.4545 0.6364 0.9091

Table 4

Criterion utilities Uij of projected values in accordance with the View-E2

Criterion Cent Mix Seam

Cp 1.000 0.7778 0.6667

Cis 1.000 1.000 1.000

Ce 0.8333 0.9167 1.000

A 0.4545 0.6364 0.9091

Table 5

Criterion utilities Uij of projected values in accordance with the View-E3

Criterion Cent Mix Seam

Cp 1.000 0.2500 0.1250

Cis 0.9000 0.2000 1.000

Ce 0.3333 0.5000 1.000

A 0.4545 0.6364 0.9091
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Table 6

Fuzzy numbers Ll
ij , Lm

ij , Lu
ij as assigned by E1 to the criterion utilities Uij of Table 3

Criterion Cent Mix Seam

Cp, [Ll, Lm, Lu] [4, 5, 7] [1, 1, 2] [1, 1, 2]

Cis [Ll, Lm, Lu] [2, 4, 5] [1, 1, 2] [1, 1, 2]

Ce[Ll, Lm, Lu] [1, 1, 1] [1, 1, 2] [1, 1, 2]

A[Ll, Lm, Lu] [2, 5, 7] [4, 6, 9] [7, 9, 10]

Table 7

Fuzzy numbers Ll
ij , Lm

ij , Lu
ij as assigned by E2 to the criterion utilities Uij of Table 4

Criterion Cent Mix Seam

Cp, [Ll, Lm, Lu] [10, 10, 10] [6, 7, 9] [5, 7, 8]

Cis[L
l, Lm, Lu] [9, 10, 10] [9, 10, 10] [9, 10, 10]

Ce[Ll, Lm, Lu] [7, 8, 9] [9, 9, 10] [9, 10, 10]

A[Ll, Lm, Lu] [3, 5, 5] [5, 6, 8] [5, 9, 9]

Table 8

Fuzzy numbers Ll
ij , Lm

ij , Lu
ij as assigned by E3 to the criterion utilities Uij of Table 5

Criterion Cent Mix Seam

Cp, [Ll, Lm, Lu] [9, 9, 10] [1, 3, 4] [1, 1, 2]

Cis[L
l, Lm, Lu] [7, 9, 10] [1, 2, 3] [1, 3, 4]

Ce[Ll, Lm, Lu] [2, 3, 4] [4, 5, 7] [6, 7, 7]

A[Ll, Lm, Lu] [3, 5, 6] [5, 6, 7] [8, 9, 10]

of fuzzy numbers Ll
ij , Lm

ij , Lu
ij , j = 1, . . . , 4, i = 1, 2, 3, to the criterion utility values

(Table 3–5). These numbers are presented in Tables 6–8, respectively.
It might be seen that the extent of uncertainty – range [Ll, Lu] – was rather small

for all criteria and all experts. It means that experts regarded their acceptable ranges of
criteria as fairly established.

4.4. Solutions of the Investigation

The results of assessment of preferences are presented in Table 9. The solutions are
grouped by a multi-criterion analysis method and an expert. The ranks of preferences
are arranged in vertical columns.

It may be concluded from the Table 9 that each method lead to the same rank of multi-
criterion preferences within View-E1 and View-E2. In case of View-E3, there is a certain
divergence, because the pair comparison generated an inverse succession of the second
and least preferences as the Pareto sets did. Between the views, the ranks derived by the
summarized methods (the last row Summarized methods in Table 9) vary to significant
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Table 9

Ranks of multi-criterion preferences of alternatives of WPPIS

Rates of domination di
Method

View-E1 View-E2 View-E3

Pair comparison Cent 1.00 Seam 1.00 Seam 1.00

Seam 0.50 Mix 0.50 Mix 0.50

Mix 0.25 Cent 0.00 Cent 0.00

Pareto sets Cent 1.00 Seam 1.00 Seam 1.00

Seam 0.61 Mix 0.90 Cent 0.74

Mix 0.49 Cent 0.84 Mix 0.70

Fuzzy sets Cent 1.00 Seam 1.00 Seam 1.00

Seam 0.70 Mix 0.77 Cent 0.78

Mix 0.61 Cent 0.64 Mix 0.78

Summarized methods Cent 1.00 Seam 1.00 Seam 1.00

Seam 0.61 Mix 0.72 Cent 0.60

Mix 0.45 Cent 0.49 Mix 0.50

extent. Such an effect might be pointed to conflicting nature of expert views, whereas the
concerted views (as in the preceding investigation) brought to nearly the identical ranks
(Nemura, 2006). Specifically, the 3rd alternative (Seam) of WPPIS was awarded twice
the top preference (View-E2 and View-E3). Nevertheless, this priority is challenged by
1st alternative (Cent) within View-E1.

Similarly, the least preference was not tagged to one single alternative. The 2nd alter-
native (Mix) was found twice to be the least preferred (View-E1 and View-E3) followed
by the 1st alternative (Cent) with one time (View-E2).

A preference of the 1st alternative (Cent) is mostly dispersed: it “floats” across the
ranks of preferences in columns View-E1, View-E2 and View-E3 (Table 9) taking all po-
sitions (top, least and second), respectively.

The consistency of each individual expert view can be confirmed by the fact that
Fuzzy numbers exerted rather a moderate impact on the ranks derived by the Pareto sets.
Specifically, the ranks have been found the same both by Pareto sets and Fuzzy sets,
but with different rates of domination di. Moreover, within View-E3, this impact looks
more appreciable, as Fuzzy numbers raised the 2nd alternative (Mix) to the position of
1st alternative (Cent): both alternatives are equally preferred owing to the same rate of
domination rate di = 0.78.

The consolidated rank of multi-criterion preferences (as an average of individual
views View-E1, View-E2 and View-E3) can be found from the ranks by summarized meth-
ods. This rank is the same as in the case of concerted expert views (see section 3.6), only
with slight differences in rates of domination:

− top preference to Seam (3rd alternative) – d̄3 = 1.00;
− second preference to Cent (1st alternative) – d̄1 = 0.76;
− least preference to Mix (2nd alternative) – d̄2 = 0.68.
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Table 10

Assignment of grades RRi for the rates of domination di from ranks
“Summarized methods” in Table 9

Rate of domination di

grade RRi
∗

Alternative of WPPIS
View-E1 View-E2 View-E3

Cent 1.00 0.49 0.60
1 3 2

Mix 0.45 0.72 0.50
3 2 3

Seam 0.61 1.00 1.00
2 1 1

∗ The following rule of assignment is applied: RRi = 1 for di ∈ [0.8, 1.0],
RRi = 2 for di ∈ [0.60, 0.799] and RRi = 3 for di ∈ [0.40, 0.599].

Neither the ranks by summarized methods nor the consolidated rank disclose the de-
gree of differences or coincidence of the conflicting experts wiews. To measure it in quan-
tifiable scale, the Kendall concordance coeffcient W can be applied. It ranges in [0,1].
The close-to-zero values point to independence/opposition of individual views, whereas
close-to-unit values mean dependent/identical views. The W is found through the substi-
tution of rates of domination by the arbitrary grades (ranks) and applying the following
formulas (Čekanavičius, 2002):

W =
12S̃

g2(m3 − m)
, (15)

S̃ =
m∑

i=1

(
R̃i −

g(m + 1)
2

)
, (16)

where R̃i – average grade of the alternative i; m – number of alternatives; g – number of
grades (number of experts). This average was derived from individual expert grades RRi

(Table 10).
According to (15) and (16), the Kendall concordance coefficient was found to be

W = 0.44. Accordingly, the correlation of experts views is rather weak, but, anyway,
appreciable. Hence, the conflicting expert views reveal themselves to be a bit dependent
rather than totally discordant.

5. Conclusions

1. Multi-criterion assessment of preferences for communication alternatives of wind
power park information system based on conflicting expert views on criteria (pri-
marily, on their ranges on natural values) resulted in the same consolidated (av-
eraged) rank of preferences as it was obtained on the base of concerted expert
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views: top preference to seamless topology (3rd alternative), second preference to
centralized topology (1st alternative) and least preference to mixed topology (2nd
alternative). Nevertheless, contrary to concerted expert case, the obtained ranks of
preferences were rather dispersed across the individual conflicting expert views.

2. When introduced into the multi-criterion preferences assessment problem, the con-
flicting views on ranges of criterion natural values may be a good means to check
the robustness of previous solutions (ranks of preferences) found by the concerted
expert views.

3. If ranks of preferences by individual conflicting expert views cannot be averaged
into a consolidated rank, it is recommended to group the views into two or more sets
(clusters), each containing non-antagonistic (compatible) views on the alternatives,
with their own ranks of preferences. Chances or probabilities of occurrence of each
set (cluster) of expert views should be evaluated or, at least, discussed.
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Daugiakriterinis pirmenybės nustatymas vėjo elektrini ↪u parko
informacini ↪u sistem ↪u komunikacijos alternatyvoms

Antanas NEMURA, Arturas KLEMENTAVIČIUS

Straipsnyje aprašomas daugiakriterini ↪u analizės metod ↪u taikymas IEC 61400-25 standart ↪a
atitinkanči ↪u vėjo elektrini ↪u parko informacini ↪u sistem ↪u komunikacijos alternatyv ↪u tyrimui ir paly-
ginimui. Palyginimas grindžiamas alternatyvos daugiakriterine pirmenybe, kuri matuojama domi-
navimo koeficientu. Etaloninėmis alternatyvomis pasirinktos centralizuotoji, mišrioji ir vientisoji
komunikacijos topologijos. Nagrinėjamos pagrindinės ši ↪u topologij ↪u savybės ir daugiakriterinės
analizės metodika, susidedanti iš porini ↪u palyginim ↪u, Pareto aibės ir neryški ↪u skaiči ↪u aibės metod ↪u.
Parodyta, kad aprašomas tyrimas yra t ↪u pači ↪u etalonini ↪u alternatyv ↪u ankstesnio tyrimo plėtinys.
Nustatyta, kad pereinant nuo santykinai darni ↪u ekspert ↪u požiūri ↪u, kaip ankstesniame tyrime, prie
konfliktini ↪u ekspert ↪u požiūri ↪u, kaip aprašomame tyrime, ankstesnio tyrimo sprendinys yra atsparus
prieštaringiems ekspert ↪u vertinimams ir išlieka nepakit ↪es – gaunama ta pati alternatyv ↪u pirmenybi ↪u
eilė, kurios viršuje yra vientisoji komunikacijos topologija.


